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DONNA KANASKI
STORE MANAGER

Beausejour is my hometown and I 
love it (the French name Beausejour 
means beautiful stay and that has 
been my life!). My whole life in this 
small town, I was born and raised 
here, I raised my family here—my 
son Nicholas (Breanne), now lives in 
Winnipeg and is a Category Manager 
for M&Y and my daughter Jennifer (Garth), who (like her mom) 
resides here in Beausejour and is a registered nurse at the Selkirk 
General Hospital. I feel privileged to be a part of this community 
and to be a part of the M&Y family that supports this community. 

I am proud of my accomplishments, and M&Y has been a great 
company to work for—they have given me and my family many 
opportunities. I started my career 17 years ago with Miracle 
Lumber Mart/Construction, and in 2004 McMunn & Yates acquired 
Miracle Lumber and kept all of the existing staff in place which 
showed me how much people matter to M&Y. Over the years, my 
roles included accounting and Hardware Manager which taught 
me, the tiniest details matter—even in administration. Now that 
I am a Store Manager, I infuse detail and process throughout the 
store—knowing that this will give you the best experience. 

As a Store Manager, helping customers with their projects and 
interacting daily with my staff allows me to see a customer’s 
dream project move from paper to completion. There is nothing 
more rewarding.

I like the hometown feel of the Beausejour store and cultivating 
relationships with my customers and contractors seeing them here 
on a daily basis or around town. Please click on the link to connect 
with me if you are looking for a friendly and efficient building 
experience.
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We stand on the shoulders of those 
who came before us. This is our story.
It is a story about family first and foremost, of two 
families coming together. McMunn & Yates was formed 
in 1971 when Terry Yates and Stan and Gordon McMunn 
opened their first store in Dauphin, MB. With combined 
experience in both contract work and retail, this union of 
families put their faith in each other to build and rebuild 
something larger than themselves, now hundreds of 
families serving their local communities large and small. 
McMunn & Yates is committed to and believe in the 
hometown values and doing business with their friends 
and neighbors. We believe the “and” in McMunn & Yates 
is more than just a conjunction because without it, there 
are no connections and no commitment. We believe its 
this commitment to building strong, honest relationships 
that is the foundation upon which McMunn & Yates rests.
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To Our Contractors
We are the building supply partner you can count on for 
accurately fulfilling and delivering orders on time to help 
you run your business effectively and efficiently.

To Our Retail Customers
We are the local building supply centre, your next door 
neighbour, with expert help and friendly service for all 
do-it-yourself homeowners.
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